
Potato windrower
“Capacity by innovation”

Carried windrower – VR SX

Carried windrower – VRA

Pulled two-row windrower – VR1500

Pulled three-row windrower – VR2500

Pulled four-row windrower – VR3000
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More and more often windrowing potatoes is applied. The product is rowed and discharged into windrows on the soil, 
to be loaded later on. The potatoes get the chance to dry in the period between rowing and loading, which reduces the 
chance of spreading diseases considerably. Windrowing of potatoes is done in both consumption and seed potatoes. 
Improvement of quality and capacity are the most important reasons to choose for it. 

Why windrowing?

• Increasement of capacity
• Dryer product and therefore reduced chance of disease contamination
• Cleaner product
• More possibilities to clean the product
• Easily applicable in existing systems

The VSS AMAC windrowers exist in carried and pulled versions. Each machine has a large range of options, which ensures a 
fitting solution for every product and situation.
Dependent on the version, different options are available for product intake, product processing, product cleaning and 
product discharge in the swath. 
When capacity increasement is a leading factor, a windrower with side discharge can be chosen. This makes it possible to 
place the product in the next rows (which still have to be rowed). That way, the rower with loader will double it’s rows. It is 
also possible to fit a rower with both side and centre discharge. 

Windrowing potatoes    

The VSS AMAC windrower – SX is a very simple and 
user-friendly rower. 

This machine is fitted with one sieving web, which makes the 
machine very short and light weighted. 

The VR-SX can be used for rowing potatoes in beds of 75 or 
90cm.

Using a full digging blade makes the machine also suitable 
for rowing various other crops. 

Carried windrower – VR SX

TECHNICAL FEATURES OPTIONS

Two or three digging blades per bed Four large rowing discs

Two large rowing discs Cutter in sieving web

Fitted with one sieving web Full digging blade

Windrow discharge Soil shovel under machine

Depth controlling wheels LED lighting 
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The VSS AMAC VRA is a carried two row potato windrower. 
This compact machine is designed for rowing potatoes in beds of 75cm or 90cm.

The VRA has a digging and sieving web. Both webs contain a driven cutter, which can be adjusted in intensity by a handle. 
The depth controlling wheels take care for a continuous rowing depth. Optionally depth control by diabolo rolls is available. 

Standard the harvester is fitted with windrow discharge. This is interchangeable with a side discharge conveyor belt. By 
applying a side discharge conveyor belt the VRA can be used for capacity increasement. The conveyor belt discharges the 
potatoes between the next (still to row) beds. Additionally, it’s possible to fit the machine with both side and centre discharge. 

Half carried version

The windrower is available in a half-carried version. The rower is mounted to a wheelset. The wheelset is equipped with 
steered wheels and optionally, levelling. 

When a half carried or pulled version is used, a smaller/lighter tractor can be applied. It also has a positive effect on the 
pressure distribution on the beds. 

The half-carried version is RDW/TUV approved.

        

Carried potato harvester – VRA 

TECHNICAL FEATURES OPTIONS

Two or three digging blades per bed Diabolo’s 

Four large digging discs Side discharge

Driven cutters under digging and sieve web Centre and side discharge 

Soil shovel under machine Buffer

Windrow discharge Half carried version  

Depth controlling wheels Plastic swath pressure roller 
zz

CARRIED VERSION HALF CARRIED VERSION



The VSS AMAC potato windrower (VR) is specially designed for windrowing potatoes, for both quality and capacity 
improvement.

The VSS AMAC VR distinguishes itself by its high capacity and manoeuvrability.
The windrowers are applicable in various systems, both two, three and four rows in various row widths are possible with 
this type of machine.

All models of the VSS AMAC VR are constructed in a robust open frame, which ensures an optimal view on the product 
travelling through the rower. The machines are fully hydraulically driven by means of an independent hydraulic system. This 
way the maintenance costs are reduced to a minimum and all functions and speeds of the machine can be operated from 
the cabin electrical and continuously variable.

Because of the long sieving web, the sieving capacity is considerably higher compared to the other versions of the 
windrowers (VSS AMAC VR-SX and VRA).

The wide construction of the machine has the benefit of enabling various possible options regarding product processing. 

All windrowers in the VR-series are suited for road admittance by the RDW or TUV. 

General:
The standard version of the windrower has one long intake channel with both the digging and sieving web. Beneath 
the digging web a hydraulically driven cutter is mounted.  Beneath the long sieving web two cutters are mounted. The 
intensity of all cutters is continuously variable adjustable.

With the long sieving web, a large sieving capacity and small angle of inclination are achieved. The small angle of 
inclination withholds the rowed product from rolling back. The speeds of both rowing and sieving web are continuously 
variable adjustable from the cabin. 

The wide wheels are hydraulically steered and set straight by means of an automatic centre position. Optionally, the wheels 
can be hydraulically driven. The steered wheels make the VR a manoeuvrable machine. In combination with a steered 
drawbar (option), the VR can row with offset.  

Towed potato windrowers – VR-series  

Operating 
console

Optimal view on 
product

Auto centre 
position Air brakes

Two rows Three rows Four rows
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Product intake: 
The intake channel consists of shear bolt secured digging blades. Each row has one large digging blade. Because of the large 
front roller and haulm cutting disc, the digging web runs smoothly, and wear of the web-bars is reduced. The large 
(Ø1150 mm) driven discs ensure that the present haulms are cut off, and the rows enter the harvester smoothly. Next to the 
discs, wide haulm feed-in rollers are mounted, which prevent the haulm from stopping up the front roller.  

The harvesting depth is fully automatically controlled by the automatic depth control. Each intake has a wide depth 
probe which ensures an accurate harvesting depth. When the intake channel is lifted, the space between the discs is shut 
automatically by a hydraulically operated shut-off valve. This prevents the potatoes from rolling out of the intake channel. 

Product cleaning: 
Haulm rollers with haulm fingers

The VR can optionally be fitted with a driven haulm roller with haulm fingers. These make sure that the haulms are separated 
from the potatoes, before they reach the discharge conveyor belt. The speed of the roller is continuously and variable 
adjustable.

Driven swath pressure roller with auger
By fitting a driven pressure roller with auger, a smooth and clean swath is created. The auger conveys the haulms (separated 
by the haulm rollers) to the outer sides and separates it from the swath. The pressure of the pressure 
roller is adjustable, which makes it possible to create a suited swath for every situation.
 
Cleaning module with pivotable product discharge 
The harvester can be fitted with a flat hedgehog belt. This is mounted behind the sieving web, and hydraulically driven with a 
continuous variable adjustable speed. The module is fitted with a driven cleaning roller, which keeps the hedgehog belt clean. 
The hedgehog belt provides extra cleaning and sieving capacity. The sweeper rollers provide a smooth way for the product to 
reach the discharge conveyor Vbelt. It’s possible to discharge with a small offset, the discharge conveyor belt is hydraulically 
pivotable. The conveyor belt is then fitted with two castors on a hinged beam. 

Wide digging 
blade Driven discs Depth control Shut-off valve
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Discharging the product: 

Swath-discharge conveyor belt
The machine is standard fitted with swath-discharge conveyor belts, which can also be used as a buffer. When the cent-
re-discharge conveyor belt is lifted, the side discharge belts stop running.

Side-discharge conveyor belt
The windrower can be fitted with a side-discharge conveyor 
belt. The belt discharges the product to the left or right. De 
conveyor belt puts the product in between the next 
(still to harvest) rows. 

Centre/ side-discharge
The centre / side-discharge conveyor belt is a combination of the two discharge conveyor belts mentioned above. 
The product can be discharged in the centre and to the right, by means of a side-shift function the complete discharge 
conveyor belt can be shifted. 

Side-discharge Centre-discharge Side conveyor belts with 
hedgehog bars
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Double side-discharge conveyor belt (VR3000)
The product leaving the left rowing channel is placed between the first and second (still to be harvested) row to 
the right. The right intake channel does the same to the third and fourth row. 

The product is divided over the two side discharge conveyor belts by a dividing belt. 

By applying a double side-discharge conveyor belt the VR3000 solely functions as a capacity improvement. When 
it’s combined with another harvester with loader (and buffer), efficiency can rise substantially.

The two discharge conveyor belts can be fitted with automatic depth control. A wide depth probe will run on the 
row, following its contours. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS VR-SERIES

VR1500 VR2500 VR3000

Intake channels 1 1 2

Width of channel 1,64 m 2,5 m 1,42 m / 1,64 m 

Sieving area 4,5 m² 5,2 m² 9 m²

Power needed (min.) 60 kW / 80 HP 75 kW / 100 HP 90 kW / 120 HP



VSS Machinebouw, for the complete seed potato harvest!

Roguing cart Potato topper
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